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Translation is one of an issue that gives an important effect in everybody’s life nowadays, 
especially in translating literary work. Translating literary work also holds an important role 
in the literature world. it is a very beneficial practices for both sides, the reader and the 
translator. Therefore, this study would like to translate the novel by George R. R. Martin 
entitled “The Fifth Book of Game of Thrones: A Dance with Dragons” into the target 
language, Indonesian language. Also, annotate the figurative languages that would be found 
in the novel, such as idiomatic expression and metaphor, by using the strategy of translating 
idiomatic expression by Mona Baker and the procedure of translating metaphor by Peter 
Newmark. The annotation would show how the researcher does the practices of those 
strategies in translating the figurative languages. The research gives a conclusion that those 
strategies that are given by the experts is very useful in translating literary work. 
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